ABSTRACT The aerospace-based communications can be managed more efficiently through the construction of an integrated space/air information network by the convergence of satellite (space) and unmanned aerial vehicle (air) networks. Such an integrated network would best fit the advent of delay-and disruptiontolerant networking, in which the data transmission can tolerate long delay and disruption under a store-carryforward mechanism. Such a network, however, has some challenging research needs due to the network's high mobility of nodes and time-varying topology that may result in high error bit rate and long delay. In this paper, we propose a unified routing framework for this integrated network, where a Hybrid time-space Graph supporting Hierarchical Routing (HGHR) algorithm is achieved. More specifically, the HGHR performs on a hybrid time-space graph, including two subgraphs: a deterministic graph for the space network and a semideterministic one for the air network. This latter graph is based on a discrete time homogeneous semi-Markov prediction model. The hybrid time-space graph is then transformed into a state-space graph, based on which, a message forwarding rule under the store-carry-forward mechanism is adopted. Simulation results show that the proposed HGHR algorithm has good performance in terms of message delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and power consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, satellite systems, for their wide coverage and broaden applications, have been rapidly developed along with the significant investment from governments and enterprises into the aerospace field. However, these variety of satellites always run independently since their communication protocols have not been unified, which results in a series of problems. Take an example in the domination of Earth observation, as shown in Fig. 1 , the link labeled by 1 between a high-orbit satellite and a ground station is unreliable, which may lead to observational data loss. While for a low-orbit satellite moving with data, as labeled by 2, the communication window only lasts for a few minutes, posing a major challenge to the data transmission rate of space sensors. To overcome these obstacles, satellite networks, where Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs) labeled by 3 in Fig. 1 are supported, have been attracting significant attention in the areas of communication, remote sensing and global positioning. Despite the provision of large coverage, the distant and expensive satellites usually bring large cost especially for some local-scale services. To address this issue, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and some other organizations have made significant efforts on developing civil uses of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the last decade [1] , showing the possibility of UAVs acting as an attractive complement to satellite systems for strengthening regional communication or observation services. Since the payload of a UAV is limited, a network with multiple UAVs labeled by 4 in Fig. 1 is dominant for enhancing scalability. constructing an integrated space/air information network so that it could provide high-quality services on a large scale with low cost. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of an integrated network. Due to the load limits, only a certain number of UAVs equipped with hardware could act as gateways, which are responsible for communicating with satellites. The air region is partitioned as some sub-regions called air-marks. Each UAV continuously maintains inter-air-mark flying regularly, and contacts could be established between UAV pairs only belonging to the same air-mark, with ad hoc networking being applied in the air network [2] . As defined in [3] , the contact here means that two nodes establish a FIGURE 2. Example of an integrated space/air information network. With limited number of UAV gateways which could communicate with satellites, there are two ways for inter-UAV communications: UAVs move as ferries; UAV gateways and satellites act as data relays.
communication link successfully so that they can exchange data directly.
Since this integrated network is a stereo-network with heterogeneous nodes and links in harsh space/air environments, the research of efficient routing protocols is complicated and challenging. More specifically, it bring the following challenges:
(i) Universal protocol architecture. The research on Delay-and Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN) [4] architecture, which introduces a global overlay above the transport layer-Bundle layer, becomes active recently. Thanks to the store-carry-forward mechanism provided by the Bundle protocol, two basic benefits are obtained: communications among heterogeneous networks with diverse protocols could be realized and path selection for bundles is necessary in the Bundle layer; each node under the DTN architecture can store data for a long time before forwarding, which is suitable for networks characterized by long delay and disruption. The integrated space-air information network would best fit the DTN architecture. For the case that source and destination UAVs are in different air-marks, communications will be achieved via UAVs moving among air-marks which act as ''data mules'' for message ferrying incidentally, or through UAV gateway and satellite relays as an alternative. However, the existing DTN routing algorithms have been mainly designed for space or air networks separately, and there has been little study on the unified routing protocol in the integrated information network. VOLUME 4, 2016 (ii) Topology characterization. Early routing protocols proposed for satellite networks took the deterministic network as a long series of snapshots, transforming the dynamic routing problem into a static one [5] . Recently, the time-varying topology characterization [6] , [7] is proposed. Furthermore, time-space graph models including both spatial and temporal information have been applied [8] in DTN networks. Nevertheless, most of the previous topology graphs aimed to model a single deterministic network, but little try for an integrated network with deterministic and also predictable subnetworks.
(iii) Prediction for node movement. To improve the routing performance in terms of message delivery ratio and end-toend delay in DTN networks with short-lived wireless connectivity, the prediction of node location or link quality is quite necessary. Many studies on prediction models which take advantage of nodes' historical moving data have been done, mainly including Markov model [9] , spatiotemporal correlation model [10] , gray prediction model [11] , and data mining model [12] . Unfortunately, little prediction model predicted the contact time between nodes which is a significant factor in DTNs.
To solve the above challenges on routing design in the integrated space/air information network, the strategy of ''divide and conquer'' and also ''combine and integrate'' are utilized in our proposed unified routing framework, based on which, a Hybrid time-space Graph supporting Hierarchical Routing (HGHR) algorithm is achieved. More specifically, HGHR performs on a hybrid time-space graph which contains two subgraphs: a deterministic one for the space network and a semi-deterministic one for the air network. Among them, to build the semi-deterministic subgraph, we introduce a semiMarkov model for prediction of contact time and contact probability between all UAV pairs. Next, the hybrid timespace graph is transformed into a state-space one, based on which, a message forwarding rule is proposed under the storecarry-forward mechanism. The key contributions are listed as follows:
• We proposed a prediction model, in order to predict contact time and contact probability between all UAV pairs with a high prediction accuracy. Based on the prediction results, each UAV obtained sufficient topology information so that appropriate routes could be decided, increasing message delivery ratio and decreasing end-to-end delay.
• We constructed a hybrid time-space graph that contained a deterministic time-space subgraph for the space network and a semi-deterministic time-space subgraph for the air network. The two networks could be thus efficiently integrated into a whole one for topology characterization.
• According to the contact time and contact probability, we designed a message forwarding rule to select an optimal next hop in the hybrid graph, taking UAVs or satellites as relays. The following paper is organized as follows. An overview of routing in DTN networks is described in Section II.
In Section III, we review the related works concerning DTN routing. A unified network framework for the integrated space/air information network is introduced in Section IV. Our discrete time-homogeneous semi-Markov model is built in Section V. In Section VI, a hybrid time-space graph model is constructed, and we propose the HGHR algorithm for the integrated information network in Section VII. Simulation results are shown in Section VIII before conclusion and prospect of future work in Section IX.
II. ROUTING IN DTN NETWORKS
By traditional definition, routing is the procedure by which we select the best path for transmitting data from a source node to a destination node in a network, where the measurement is some simple metric (e.g. the number of hops). In TCP/IP networks, the end-to-end path is guaranteed by the transport layer of the source node, based on the network topology information that is a list of nodes and links. However, as mentioned above, the integrated space/air information network is a DTN network supporting asynchronous communications. What makes it different from traditional terrestrial networks is the frequent link interruption and rapid node movement. The link information such as the capacity and duration of each contact becomes important. Hence the traditional methods used for computing routes in terrestrial networks are not suitable for a DTN network. Specifically, in dynamic networks, the network state information is changing over time, and therefore the most efficient route may change. The duration that the topology remains static is usually enough for a data transmission process, in spite of the topology variation. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , when node 1 sends data to node 4, there are two complete paths separately in the period of [t 0 , t 1 ] and [t 1 , t 2 ]: 1 − 3 − 4 and 1 − 2 − 4. Therefore, the data needn't wait in a certain node.
7086 VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 4. Classification of existing DTN routing. The work of this paper belongs to the category of routing without infrastructures, Below which, the proactive knowledge-based routing is suitable for those networks where the movement information of nodes is known in advance. The model-based routing is suitable for some other networks where the movement information can be predicted. A new hybrid routing combining the knowledge-and model-based routing is adopted here.
In a DTN network such as the integrated space/air information network in our paper, this is not true. Since its connectivity is intermittent, network state changes faster than being updated in each node [13] , [14] . During a data transmission process in DTN networks, there may be no complete path to the destination. As shown in Fig. 3 (b 4 ]. If node 1 wants to send data to node 4, no complete path can be found in any single period. Hence the most desirable objective of DTN routing is not to minimize delay but to improve message delivery. Certainly, only when the delay is within the time-to-live, the message can be delivered successfully. Routing in DTN networks becomes a matter of choosing a neighboring node as a next-hop to get closer to the destination. The store-carryforward mechanism is supportive to this. The source node transmits a message to its neighboring node and asks it to take custody. Once the neighboring node accepts custody, the original node will no longer responsible for the message and the node taking the message is entitled for forwarding. In Fig. 3 (b) , node 1 first sends data to node 3 in [t 0 , t 1 ], then node 3 takes custody and transfers data to node 4 in [t 1 , t 2 ]. We can see that the data transmission is not continuous but waits for a period of time in node 3. Therefore, prior plans or predictions on topology changes become important and the time-space graphs become necessary for deciding a path in DTN networks..
III. SURVEY OF CURRENT WORK
As mentioned above, the unified routing in the integrated space/air information network are mostly designed under the DTN architecture. Since K. Fall proposed the concept of DTN [4] in 2003, numerous works were done on DTN routing. The classification of existing DTN routing is shown in Fig. 4 . The work of this paper belongs to the class of routing without infrastructures. Considering the characteristics of the integrated space/air network, we propose new hybrid routing mechanism combining the knowledge-and modelbased routing. In this section, we summarize the existing works in these three aspects and also routing in heterogeneous networks.
A. PROACTIVE KNOWLEDGE-BASED ROUTING
In proactive knowledge-based routing, routes are computed for an overall topology graph before traffic arrivals. Jain et al. explained the knowledge as contacts, queueing and traffic demand in [15] . In an intermittent DTN network, nodes always fail to request a full path to the destination in a traditional static graph. Many works have been done on novel topology characterizations. For example in [16] , the authors utilized topology snapshot sequences maintained in each node to record the changing process of the network topology. In [17] , the authors constructed a deterministic time-space graph for satellite backbone networks, by which, the optimal path for any node pair could be determined. also Caini et al. also address space network use case in [18] . The authors in [8] also constructed a deterministic time-space graph model. Considering the unreliability of network links, an appropriate threshold of link reliability was set to reduce the topological cost by deleting unreliable links.
A recently proposed Contact Graph Routing (CGR) [19] for networks with perfect knowledge becomes a research hot spot [20] . The basic idea is that each node holds a contact list for every possible destination node and then a successive contact sequence backward from the destination node, which is taken as a route, can be obtained. In 2011, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) proposed two improvements for enhancing CGR for space networks [21] : using path weight by earliest arrival time rather than forfeit time; using Dijkstraąŕs shortest path algorithm for path selection, thus guaranteeing CGR free of routing loops and persistent oscillation. However, the above mentioned routing schemes only work with perfect knowledge, which is often not available in practice. VOLUME 4, 2016 
B. MODEL-BASED ROUTING
In real DTN scenarios, if no plans are obtained, prior knowledge is difficult to be discovered via dialogue due to the intermittence. Fortunately, the node mobility is always being highly predictable and amenable to simplified models such as social models or mobile models. Many researchers have explored extensively research on the DTN routing based on network models. Leguay et al. [22] once proposed a generic routing scheme based on a high-dimensional Euclidean space model constructed upon historic information. It had been shown in a real scenario that the proposed routing scheme brings benefits in terms of bundle delay and communication cost.
An association-based contact prediction model with high accuracy was proposed in [24] . Based on the contact prediction, a routing scheme called Plankton was designed to control replicas by contact probability and message delivery probability, greatly reducing network overhead while maintaining stable delivery ratio and end-to-end delay. Furthermore, a Markov prediction model was proposed in [25] , where possible locations of an arbitrary target node were predicted by the second-order Markov prediction mechanism. It effectively improved the packet delivery ratio and reduced the network overhead. Besides, Kalman filters [26] and data mining models [27] were also be utilized as prediction models to improve the routing performance.
Most works studied models for prediction of contact or node trajectory using historical information in semideterministic DTN networks. However, little work considers constructing a network graph based on the prediction results, which could transform the dynamic routing problem into a static one.
C. OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING
For some opportunistic DTN networks, the node mobility is unpredictable and the paths to destinations are difficult to decide. The Direct Transmission [28] and Epidemic Routing [29] were most widely used. The former one claimed that the source node would not forward data to any relay unless it encountered the destination node, thus saving network overhead but at the cost of long delay. In the Epidemic Routing, no routing decisions are done and each node keep flooding data copies to any nodes it encountered until one of the copies arrived at the destination node, which absolutely results in a huge waste of resources.
For the two extreme cases, many researchers proposed a number of heuristic algorithms, aiming to improve the routing performance and minimize the resource overhead. For example, Diana et al. [30] designed a DTN routing algorithm which controlled the optimal number of data copies to minimize the resource consumption under an acceptable delay for quasi-deterministic networks. Using the idea of ąřEmployee mechanismąś, Erramilli et al. [31] proposed a delegation forwarding routing algorithm where the number of message copies is limited, achieving the same effect.
The Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PROPHET) [32] is based on probability estimation. Each node would estimate its P-value, that is the probability of arriving at the given destination, based on their historical contact frequency.
D. ROUTING IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK
In many real communication scenarios, heterogeneous networks with more than one mobility pattern may happen. The routing problem hence may be more complicated. The authors in [33] addressed the routing problem in DTN networks comprising multiple classes of nodes with diverse characteristics and mobility patterns. They proposed a scheme using a fixed number of copies, in order to control resource usage and achieve the best possible performance. A gatewaybased inter-domain routing scheme for DTN networks is proposed in [34] . A gateway node was selected in each domain from some candidates dynamically, which could reach foreign domains. Besides, for air networks, Lee et al. [35] presented a two-level hierarchical routing for heterogeneous networks by extending current geographical routing protocol. In the routing process, the expected position of destination in the upper layer with deterministic mobility and the virtual expected zone of destination in the lower layer with random mobility are computed.
In heterogeneous networks, the current works on routing design are mostly based on a hierarchical idea and different strategies for different subnetworks. However for space and air networks, given the limited node resources for computation, storage and bandwidth, multiple strategies will lead to increased network complexity and resource waste. A unified routing strategy to select an end-to-end path in the bundle layer becomes necessary for uniform deployment and centralized management.
IV. UNIFIED NETWORK FRAMEWORK FOR INTEGRATED SPACE/AIR INFORMATION NETWORKS
In this paper, we propose a unified routing framework as shown in Fig. 5 , where the strategy of 'divide and conquer' is utilized. The routing mechanism follows a hybrid approach. The overall network is composed of a space network characterized by a deterministic time-space graph and an air network characterized by a semi-deterministic time-space graph. Specifically, we first introduce a discrete time homogeneous semi-Markov model for the air network in order to predict the contact probability and contact time between UAV pairs. Based on the prediction results, a semi-deterministic time-space subgraph is available. While for space networks, since the satellite orbits are fixed, a deterministic time-space subgraph could be obtained directly. Then a hybrid timespace graph for the integrated space/air information network is acquired through combining these two subgraphs. Next, the hybrid time-space graph is transformed into a state-space one, in order to remove time dimension from graph edges. Under the store-carry-forward mechanism in DTN architecture which introduces an overlay above regional lower layer 7088 VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 5. Structure diagram of the proposed unified routing framework using 'divide and conquer' strategy, where the routing mechanism follows a hybrid (deterministic/predictable) approach. The overall network is composed of space network characterized by a deterministic time-space graph and air network characterized by a semi-deterministic time-space graph. The DTN architecture introduces an overlay above regional lower layer protocols.
protocols, a data forwarding rule is designed based on the state-space graph. So far, a Hybrid time-space Graph supporting Hierarchical Routing (HGHR) algorithm is finally achieved.
We will introduce the modules of the framework, respectively in the following, by the order of the prediction model, time-space graph the HGHR algorithm. In fact, they are in a progressive relation.
V. PREDICTION MODEL FOR AIR NETWORKS
In this paper, each UAV in the air network maintains its interair-mark movement periodically according to a preset flight plan with some random deviations caused by bad weather conditions, fuel shortages and other unexpected cases. This means that all UAVs have their own mobility schedule. Here, each air-mark is regarded as a separate communication unit, i.e., UAVs could only exchange data with others in the same air-mark. Along with the movement rule, UAVs act as data mules for message ferrying incidentally, which can achieve communications among different UAVs, and cooperation with satellites.
In this section, we propose a prediction model to predict the contact time and contact probability for all UAV pairs through analyzing historical information. More specifically, the prediction model is based on a discrete time-homogeneous semi-Markov process, which takes each UAV's historical information including state (air-mark) transition probability and sojourn time probability distribution as inputs. And then the future moving trajectory of each UAV to other air-marks will be predicted so that the contact time and contact probability between all UAV pairs can be obtained.
A. MOTIVATION
Why we need to predict the contact time and contact probability for UAV pairs? We take an example in Fig. 6 to explain it. In the air network, UAVs C and D are both in air-mark 1, while UAVs A and B are in the other two air-marks separately. We imagine that C wants to send data to B. If the system could predict that B will have a contact with D in air-mark 2 earlier than C within an acceptable delay, C will forward the data to D. Then D will leave air-mark 1 and have a contact with B in air-mark 2 for data delivery. Obviously, if we cannot effectively predict the future contact time between C, D and B, it would be possible that C holds the data until encountering B, thus leading to a longer delay of data transmission from C to B. Or in another case, C forwards the data to satellite E, where the long transmission distance may result in unnecessary power consumption for non-emergency data. In summary, the purpose of contact time prediction is to decide whether holding data by the node itself or forwarding data to another.
We will introduce our prediction model next, and the notation list is shown in Table. 1.
B. SEMI-MARKOV MODEL
A semi-Markov model is an extension of Markov model which predicts the future state or state transition direction VOLUME 4, 2016 according to the current state. In a semi-Markov model, the future state is related not only to the current state but also to the state transition time from the current state to the future state, assuming that the state transition time is instantaneous compared to the long state duration. If the state duration obeys index distribution without Markov property in the semi-Markov process, we can get a time-continuous Markov chain [36] and the state transition time has Markov property.
C. DISCRETE TIME-HOMOGENEOUS SEMI-MARKOV MODEL FOR UAV MOVEMENT
We model the movement of UAV m as a discrete time-homogeneous semi-Markov model (S m n , T m n ), where n refers to the n th state of UAV m, i.e. the air-mark where the UAV m is currently located at. Here, the state transition means that UAV m moves into another air-mark from the current airmark. Independent of the past state S m n−1 , the state of UAV m is transited from the current state S m n to the future state S m n+1 . The variable T m n represents the time of the state transition S m n−1 → S m n , so the variable (T m n+1 − T m n ) represents the sojourn time of UAV m in the n th state, i.e., the duration of maintaining the state S m n for UAV m. Since each UAV has its predictable movement trajectory among air-marks, we could predict the movement of UAVs by computing the state transition probability and sojourn time probability distribution.
First of all, based on the discrete time-homogeneous semi-Markov model above, the movement of UAV m can be characterized as follows:
where t is a time slot got from the time window T win of the integrated information network. Next, we obtain the following equation according to the time discreteness and conditional probability formula:
We define the state transition probability of UAV m as follows:
Assuming the next air-mark is j, we define the sojourn time probability for UAV m currently located at the air-mark i as follows,
Therefore, Eq. (2) can also be written as follows:
With the state transition probability P m ij and sojourn time probability distribution W m ij (t), we can predict the future movement of UAV m.
1) STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY
For each UAV, given the total number of states (air-marks) l, we obtain the corresponding state transition probability matrix. For instance, if we totally have 4 air-marks (i.e., l=4), the state transition model of UAV m is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Here, P m ij represents the state transition probability of m from the air-mark i to the air-mark j. For example, P m 12 represents the state transition probability of UAV m from the current airmark 1 to the air-mark 2 in the future. We then determine the state transition probability matrix in Fig. 7(b) . We use the following equation to calculate the matrix element P m ij :
where for UAV m, tran m i represents the number of transitions from the air-mark i without considering which air-mark is the next one; tran m ij is the total numbers of transitions from the airmark i to the air-mark j. represents the probability that the UAV m move to the UAV fomation j from i . When i = j , the UAV m stay in the original air-mark.
2) SOJOURN TIME PROBABILITY
Before UAV m moves into the air-mark j, we calculate the sojourn time probability of UAV m in the air-mark i using the following equation:
where t m ij is the sojourn time of UAV m in the air-mark i before it moves into the air-mark j. For instance, if we have six historical values of t m ij within a certain time window, and they are {2, 3, 3, 6, 5, 4}, we will have P(t m ij < 5) = 2/3. Similarly, if we know that the state of UAV m is s rec at the time slot T rec (0<T rec <t), the sojourn time probability is given in the following equation. 
So far, we have finished the prediction for the future movements of UAVs. Based on the aforementioned periodically updated matrices, we will predict the future position of UAVs in the following. 
where, ξ m ij (t) is the probability that UAV m will move into the air-mark j at the future time slot t on condition that the UAV m is currently located at the air-mark i. Thus, we have two corollaries:
Corollary 1: For UAV m with initial state i. In the future time slot t, we have:
Corollary 2: When t = 0, UAV m must be in air-mark i, thus we have the following corollary.
When t > 0, ξ m ij (t) provides the prediction for node locations in the future time slot t, if we know the current state of UAV m. We calculate ξ m ij (t) in two cases: • Case 1: UAV m is always in air-mark i from time slot 0 to t. Then we have:
According to Eq. (4), we obtain the following sojourn time probability for UAV m in air-mark i, without considering which air-mark is the next one.
• Case 2: There exists at least one state transition for UAV m from time slot 0 to t. Then we have:
where
, which means that UAV m has the first state transition from the i th state to the r th state at the time slot h. With the consideration of the aforementioned two cases, we determine the following location probability for UAV m: 
where c m ij
Given the value of G m ij (t), the value of ξ m ij (t) depends on ξ m ij (t −h) computed in previous steps. Thus, the value of ξ m ij (t) is finally determined using the iteration method.
Similarly, if we know that the state of UAV m is s rec at the time slot T rec (0<T rec <t), then after (t-T rec ) time slots, at the time slot t, we can get: (17) According to Eq. (16), once the value of ξ m ij (t) is determined, we then obtain the location probability matrix M m (t) with the element ξ m ij (t). As mentioned above, ξ m ij (t) is the probability that UAV m will move into the air-mark j in the future time slot t on condition that the UAV m is currently located at the air-mark i. For instance, given the total number of air-marks l=4, we will have the following location probability matrix.
Obviously, the row number (i.e., i) of M m (t) represents the current air-mark index of UAV m, while the column number (i.e., j) represents the index of the air-mark the UAV m will move into at the future time slot t. Given the index of the current air-mark i, we will find the maximal element value ξ m ij * (t) along the i th row of M m (t), and the corresponding column number j * is the index of the air-mark the UAV m will move into at the future time slot t. So far, we have determined the future location of UAVs.
E. PREDICTION FOR CONTACT TIME AND CONTACT PROBABILITY
We first define ξ m a i a j (t −t a ) as the probability that UAV m a will arrive at the air-mark j at the future time slot t on condition that the initial state is the air-mark i a at the time slot t a . Similarly, ξ m b i b j (t − t b ) is the probability that UAV m b will arrive at the air-mark j at the future time slot t on condition that the initial state is i b at the time slot t b . Correspondingly, we determine the probability that UAVs m a and m b have a contact in the air-mark j at the future time slot t as follows:
Meanwhile, we can also calculate the probability that UAVs m a and m b have a contact in any air-mark for each time slot t is as follows:
Note that the calculated probability might be pretty small or even 0 for some time slots, and only when it is larger than a preset threshold, we will take the corresponding time slot as the contact time.
VI. HYBRID TIME-SPACE GRAPH
Since the topology of the integrated space/air information network changes over time and space, in this section, we construct a hybrid time-space graph whose edge weights are contact time and contact probability. The space network could be characterized as a deterministic movement model with the assumption that satellite orbits are pre-determined, while the air network is semi-deterministic due to each UAV's pseudorandom inter-air-mark movement. Therefore, our hybrid time-space graph includes two subgraphs: a deterministic one and a semi-deterministic one whose edge weights need to be predicted by our prediction model.
A. DESCRIPTION OF HYBRID TIME-SPACE GRAPH AND STATE-SPACE GRAPH
We have definitions for the hybrid graph as follows. Definition 1: we divide the time window T win into a number of small and fixed time slots, and the size of each time slot is symbolized as t s . Since satellite orbits in the space network are pre-determined, the contact probability between each satellite pair follows the distribution of (0, 1). In other words, we need not predict the contact probability. If a satellite pair has a contact at the time slot t, the corresponding contact can be described by a 2-tuple (t, 1), wherein all the values of t in one satellite movement cycle are known in advance.
Definition 2: For each UAV pair, the discrete contact probability can be represented by a 2-tuple (t, p), where t is a certain time slot, and p represents the contact probability between a UAV pair at the time slot t. The values of t and p can be predicted by our prediction model.
Based on Definition 2, we have the following corollaries: Corollary 3: Within a list of consecutive time slots, the contact probability may remain constant for a UAV pair. Thus for a certain UAV pair, if they have the same contact probability within successive time slots t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n , i.e., p 1 =p 2 =...=p n , their contact probability is presented by (t * , p * ), where t * =t 1 =t 2 =...=t n , and p * =p 1 =p 2 =...=p n . Corollary 4: For a UAV pair within the time window T win , the number of discrete contacts is equal to or less than T win /t s which is the number of time slots in T win . Here t s is the size of each time slot.
Corollary 5: t s is an important weighing coefficient between prediction accuracy and computational complexity. Greater t s leads to worse prediction accuracy but lower computational complexity, vice versa.
Definition 3: The UAV with semi-determined movement is not always within the satellite's coverage area. Thus for a pair of UAV and satellite, the contact probability is represented by a 2-tuple (t, p), and the values of t and p can be predicted.
The notations utilized in hybrid time-space graph and transformed state-space graph are listed in Table. 2. In the air network, the semi-deterministic time-space subgraph 
G=(V , E, T )
, where V is the set of UAV nodes; E is the set of edges each of which corresponds to a pair of UAVs and has a list of discrete contact time and probability; T is the set of time slots. For the space network, the deterministic timespace subgraph G =(V , E , T ), where V represents the set of satellites, and E represents the set of edges each of which has a list of discrete contact time and probability between a pair of satellites. Note that our semi-deterministic time-space subgraph also includes the middle part between air and space networks.
For example, given the integrated space/air information network scenario shown in Fig. 6 , we can construct a hybrid time-space graph G h including G and G shown in Fig. 8 (a) , where we consider that a time window T win totally has 60 time slots. We can see that the short dotted edge (E, F) corresponds to the deterministic time-space subgraph for the space network, which is labeled by two contact probabilities (13, 1) and (32, 1), meaning that there are two contacts between satellites E and F at time slot 13 and 32, respectively. Other edges in Fig. 8 (a) comprise a semi-deterministic timespace subgraph for the air network, and each of them contains a set of discrete contact probability. For example, the solid edge (A, B) has two discrete contact probabilities, e.g., (3, 0.7) means that the contact probability is 0.7 for UAVs A and B at the time slot 3.For UAVs, as mentioned above, they must go through the UAV gateway to communicate with satellites. The semi-deterministic time-space subgraph also includes edges between satellites and UAVs. For example, the dotted edge (E, A) is labeled by (3, 0.7), which means that satellite E and UAV gateway A have a contact at the time slot 3 and the corresponding contact probability is 0.7.
Next, we transform the hybrid time-space graph in Fig. 8 (a) into a time-independent state-space graph shown in Fig. 8 (b) , in order to eliminate the time dimension of edges. The time-independent state-space graph G s =(V s , E s ), where V s represents a set of states each of which contains the node ID and contact time, while E s is a set of timeindependent edges each of which has a discrete contact probability and the duration for the state transition. Specific description of G s is as follows: 1) In the hybrid time-space graph, if node u has more than one contact, we create a set of states each of which is denoted as {t i /u} in our state-space graph. For example, in Fig. 8 (a) , UAV A has 5 discrete contacts, (3, 0.7), (7, 0.7), (8, 0.8), (10, 0.5) and (37, 0.7), thus we can create the corresponding state set with 5 states {3/A}, {7/A}, {8/A}, {10/A} and {37/A} in G s . Note that, if node u contacts with more than one node within the same time slot, we record only one state for u in G s . For example, UAV A contacts with both satellite E and UAV B at the time slot 3, only one state {3/A} is created, thus reducing the graph size.
2) We establish two types of edges in G s , unidirectional edges and bi-directional edges. As shown in Fig. 8 (b) , each node has one state ring, including unidirectional edges connecting all consecutive states, such as UAV A with the state ring including 5 states. Starting from the state with the smallest time slot, the time included in the states keeps increasing along the pointer arrows, and it goes on to the next time window when all states have been traversed. For example, for the state transition from {37/A} to {3/A}, the time slot 3 is in the next time window. In the 2-tuple (t d , p) of each edge owned by G s , t d is not a time slot but the duration for the state transition. Still, taking the edge from {37/A} to {3/A} as an example, the time in the edge is 26 which means data has stored in node A for 26 time slots. The discrete contact probability contained in each unidirectional edge is always 1 since the initial and final states have the same node ID, which means that data is stored in one node for a period. In another case, a bi-directional edge will be created between states belonging to different nodes, such as states {t/u} and {t/v} at the time slott for nodes u and v. Correspondingly, the duration of the state transition is 0, i.e., the data transmission is accomplished during a negligible time; the discrete contact probability between two nodes is always less than 1. For example, the discrete contact probability is 0.7 for the bi-directional edge between {3/A} and {3/B}. For UAVs, they must go through the UAV gateway to communicate with satellites. For example, the bi-directional edge between {3/E} and {3/B} means a contact between UAV B and satellite E.
B. GENERATION OF HYBRID STATE-SPACE GRAPH AND STATE-SPACE GRAPH
For the air network, we first utilize the periodically updated historical information to generate the transition probability P m ij and sojourn time probability W m ij (t). Then the contact time and contact probability are both predicted according to Eq. (16) using the iteration method. As a result, a semideterministic time-space graph is generated. Since the contact time and contact probability are both pre-known in the space network, we obtain a hybrid time-space graph for the integrated information network. To reduce the number of edges in the hybrid graph, the edges with contact probability lower than a threshold are deleted. We transform the simplified hybrid time-space graph into a time-independent state-space graph G s . VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 8. Transformation from time-space graph G h to state-space graph G s . We imagine A and C are UAV gateway nodes which could have contacts with satellites. In (a): The nodes represent satellites and UAVs. The edge information is contact time and contact probability. In (b): The nodes are state of satellites and UAVs, which contains contact time and node IDs. The edge information is state duration and contact probability.
The pseudo code of the state-space graph generation algorithm is shown in Algorithm. 1. We describe the steps as follows:
• Step 1: Set the value of the time window T win . Update the state transition probability and sojourn time probability for UAVs within T win .
• Step 2: Obtain the position probability matrix using the iteration method as mentioned in subsection V-D, according to the results of step 1.
• Step 3: Following the position probability matrix, calculate the contact time and contact probability for each UAV pair.
•
Step 4: Construct a semi-deterministic time-space subgraph for the air network with the contact information predicted in step 3, and also a deterministic time-space subgraph for the space network according to the preknown contact information. Delete edges with contact probability lower than the threshold, in order to simplify the hybrid time-space graph.
• Step 5: Transform the simplified hybrid timespace graph into a time-independent state-space graph.
C. TIME COMPLEXITY AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
Obviously, the complexity of the state-space graph generation algorithm mainly depends on the space complexity of the state-space graph G s and the time complexity of predicting the contact time and contact probability. Among which, the number of the states in G s depends on the total number of nodes in the network and the number of discrete contacts generated in a time window T win . The number of discrete contacts is proportional to the number of time slots within T win , and it is inversely proportional to the size of each time slot t s . Thus, the space complexity of G s is N · (T /t s ) . Here, N = |V |+|V |. Besides, we obtain the time complexity of predicting the contact time and contact probability as N · l 2 · (T /t s ) 2 . Here, N = |V |.
VII. UNIFIED ROUTING FOR THE INTEGRATED SPACE/AIR INFORMATION NETWORK
Based on the hybrid time-space graph, we design a dataforwarding rule that is Hybrid time-space Graph supporting Hierarchical Routing (HGHR) algorithm in this section. In general, HGHR transfers data along the path which reduces power resumption and also end-to-end delay. Different from
Algorithm 1 State-Space Graph Generation Algorithm

Input:
Time window T win , the size of each time slot t s , number of air-marks in the network l and probability threshold value Th Output: state graph G s ; 1: for all time slots t = 0 to T /t s do 2: for m=1,2,...,|V | do 3: for initial state i = 1 to l do 4: for next state j = 1 to l do 5:
for all u = 0 to T /t s do 7 :
end for 9 :
10:
if i = j then 11: ξ m ij (0) = 1 12: for relay state r = 1 to l do 13: for relay state h = 1 to t − 1 do 14:
end for 16: end for 17 :
else 19: ξ m ij (0) = 0 20:
for r = 1 to l do 21: for h = 1 to t − 1 do 22:
end for 24: end for 25: end if 26: end for 27: end for 28: end for 29: end for 30: for all pairs of nodes do 31: for j = 1 to l do 32: ρ m a m b (t) = ξ add new edge containing ρ m a m b (t) and t to G h 39: end if 40: Return state-graph G s static networks, each time the data is forwarded to its neighboring node in proper time, the state-space graph is updated and a new path is selected. Data is transferred hop by hop in the direction of closing to the destination.
We assume the power assumption of per unit data amount is ω ij , then the total power assumption of transmitting data with the amount of x ij in a link e ij is x ij · ω ij . We assume d m and d 0 as delivery time and request time respectively for for all path∈ feasible path set FPath do 5: minf =∞ 6:
if f < minf then 8 :
path * = path 10: end if 11: end for 12: rel← next hop in path *
13:
d m ← delivery time in path * 14: end while 15: Return rel, d m , minf a message. For a path in the feasible path set FPath, we define an objective function as follows, where α and β are two weighting factors for adjusting the proportion of the two metrics: power consumption and delay. And there are three constraints: flow conservation where f sd is a flow demand in a path, link capacity c ij and the time-to-live of messages that is the delay threshold T . 
The power consumption per unit amount data for each link is obtained in advance. We add an initial state into G s based on the current time slot and the source node carrying data. Then we can compute the value of the objective function for all feasible paths between the initial and final states, and the path with the minimum value defined as minf will be selected. The data is delivered to the next state along the path. It should be noted that the selected next state in the state-space graph may belong to the original node, i.e., data need to be stored in the original node for a period. When the data arrive at the next state along the path, G s will be updated to obtain a new valid path. Note that G s is updated every time slot during the initial phase until it has become basically stable. The pseudo code of the HGHR algorithm is shown in Algorithm. 2.
As an example in Fig. 9 . Imagine UAV A initiate a routing request to UAV C at the 4 th time slot, then 4/A is added FIGURE 9. Illustration of a shortest path from UAV A to UAV C . Imagine UAV A needs to forward data to UAV C . A shortest path is found according to the forwarding rule and the delivery time is 10.
FIGURE 10.
Illustration of a shortest path from UAV A to satellite C . Imagine UAV A needs to forward data to satellite E . A shortest path is found according to the forwarding rule and the delivery time is 13. to G s since it is the 4 th time slot currently and the source node is UAV A. Then, all states of the destination node are marked as final states, and we seek to find the best path with minf from 4/A to any final state. Another example in Fig. 10 shows the shortest path from UAV B and satellite E. It is a remarkable fact that it must go through the gateway of UAV A to communicate with satellite F.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our prediction model and the HGHR algorithm. Specifically, the accuracy of the semi-Markov prediction algorithm is tested. To choose a suitable size of the time slot, we balance the algorithm complexity and also prediction accuracy. Given the contact information between satellites and also between satellites and UAV gateways, we compare our HGHR algorithm with Contact Graph Routing (CGR) [20] , Direct strategy and Epidemic routing [29] in terms of end-to-end delay, delivery ratio and power cost.
A. CONTACT INFORMATION SOURCE
To evaluate the effectiveness of our HGHR algorithm, we need to find a way to get the reasonable contact information between satellites and also between UAVs. 
1) CONTACT BETWEEN SATELLITES AND UAV GATEWAYS
The contact information between satellites is deterministic as mentioned above. To obtain reasonable contact information between satellites and UAV gateways, we built a network model assisted by Satellite Tool Kit (STK) software, with experimental ephemeris data for 24 hours from 4 th , July, 2015. The parameter settings are listed in Table 3 . The 2D and 3D network models are shown in Fig. 11 . We analyze the visibility of the satellite constellation to the UAV gateways A 1 , A 2 and get the following visible periods as shown in Fig. 12, 13 , most of which are at least 12 minutes. The figures show that the space network is not always accessible to air networks. We take the data as contact time between satellites and UAV gateways.
2) CONTACT BETWEEN UAVs
In our simulations, each UAV moves among different airmarks and the air network model is shown in Fig. 14. Here, we introduce a moving probability value p d for UAVs in the air network, which means that each UAV has a probability of moving into a certain air-mark p d , and also has a probability VOLUME 4, 2016 of moving into any other air-marks (1 − p d )/(l − 1). The probability value p d represents the deterministic degree of the UAV trajectory. More specifically, The greater p d is, the more deterministic the UAV trajectory is. The value of p d is less than 1 to ensure the semi-deterministic characteristic of the air network. According to [37] , a UAV has a speed of 30∼460 km/h. The value of p d , UAV speed and also other parameter settings are listed in Table 4 . If without specification, the parameters take default values below.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
At first, our HGHR program runs for multiple iterations to collect enough historical information until it converges to a stable state. It is a gradual process that the prediction accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of predicting contact time and contact probability becomes increasingly high.
1) PREDICTION ACCURACY p a
The size of each time slot, i.e., t s is an important weighing coefficient between prediction accuracy and computational complexity. We test the prediction accuracy in the network with 6 air-marks under various values of t s and obtain several average value curves of different p d from 100 prediction results in Fig. 15 .
We can see that with the decrease of p d , the randomness of UAVs' movement increases, thus leading to a slight decline in the prediction accuracy. In the extreme case of p d =1, the air network becomes deterministic with 100% prediction accuracy. We can also find that as t s increases, the prediction accuracy decreases. That is because the system cannot record enough transition information including the transition probability and sojourn time probability if t s becomes too large. Additionally, we have acquired the time complexity of HGHR algorithm in section VI-C. Fig. 16 shows the variation trend of the time complexity with the increasing size of t s . To get the trade-off between the time complexity and prediction accuracy, we let t s =12 minutes in the following simulations in terms of packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay and power cost. Thus, we totally have 120 time slots within each time window.
2) END-TO-END DELAY
Compared with the data waiting time in a node of the path, the data delivering time is within 1 time slot (usually tens of milliseconds), which can be ignorable. Thus in our simulations, the end-to-end delay is calculated as the total waiting time in the nodes of the path. Note that it does not include the delays of failed messages which are expired within the timeto-live. We take 2 UAVs as a source-destination pair. Since communication channels are constructed by node movements in this DTN network, the end-to-end delay is relatively long.
With a varying number of air-marks, the comparative results of the end-to-end delay among various routing algorithms are shown in Fig. 17 . The Epidemic routing performs best and the Direct routing has the poorest performance, both of which are independent of the air network's deterministic degree since no prior knowledge is used. The reason is obvious that the former is multi-path routing by creating copies and there is no forwarding occurs in the latter routing process. CGR performs well especially in the case of p d =0.9, i.e., the network is nearly deterministic. However, as p d decreases, it has worse performance than HGHR. That is because CGR utilizes the prior knowledge of networks, without predicting and updating process, in order to find a path with minimal delay. However, in the semideterministic network, the topology is changing over time and the calculated path may be no longer valid. Our HGHR has a satisfactory performance because it only selects the next hop which is closer to the destination. Besides, the prediction model works for collecting and updating the semideterministic contact information in advance. However, the end-to-end delay becomes larger as the number of air-marks increases. That's because the contact probability between two UAVs decreases. Fig. 18 shows the comparisons of end-to-end delay with a varying number of UAVs among the above four routing algorithms. For the same reason as stated above, the Epidemic performs best, Direct performs worst, and CGR performs worse as p d decreases. Except for Direct, the end-to-end delay of the three routing becomes shorter as the number of UAVs increases since there are more relay nodes can be selected to obtain a shorter delay.
Besides, under various UAV speed conditions, Fig. 19 shows the comparative results of the end-to-end delay among different routing algorithms. We can see that faster UAV speed brings shorter end-to-end delay in the routing processes, where UAVs are taken as ferries. The comparative results of end-to-end delay with a varying time-to-live value are shown in Fig. 20 . The end-to-end delay of HGHR, CGR and Direct becomes larger as the time-to-live value increases. That's because the delay only includes the time for delivered messages. When the time-to-live becomes larger, those messages with long delays are no longer be expired.
3) DELIVERY RATIO
It is the ratio of the number of successfully delivered messages over the total number of messages in the network. It is relative to delays since long delays will result in more expired messages.
We also take 2 UAVs as a source-destination pair and the comparisons of delivery ratio with a varying number of air-marks are shown in Fig. 21 . We can see that Epidemic routing could almost achieve a delivery ratio of 100% thanks to the multiple copies. The Direct routing has a low delivery ratio due to its long delays. CGR performs bad when p d is small. As the number of air-marks increases, the delivery ratio of the HGHR, CGR, Direct decreases. Fig. 22 shows the comparative results of delivery ratio with a varying number of UAVs. We can get that the Epidemic and Direct have nothing to do with the number of UAVs and also the air network's deterministic degree. But the delivery ratio of the CGR and HGHR has a slight increase with the increasing number of UAVs, i.e. relays. CGR is only suitable for deterministic networks and it will have a high message drop rate when p d is small.
Besides, the comparisons of delivery ratio with varying UAV speed and also time-to-live value are given in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 , which also show that the Epidemic could achieve a high and reliable delivery ratio while the Direct has a very low delivery ratio. Our HGHR has acceptable delivery ratio while CGR only works well when the network is relatively deterministic. The increase of both UAV speed and time-to-live contributes to improving the delivery ratio. Here, we have to say that we imagine contacts can always happen when two UAVs are in the same air-mark, irrelevant to the UAV speed.
4) POWER CONSUMPTION
We compare the power consumption of different routing algorithms, with different kind of source-destination pair: 2 UAVs, 1 UAV &1 satellite and 2 satellites. We set the different quantitative value of power consumption per unit amount data for satellite links and UAV links. Fig. 25 shows the proportional comparison results. We can easily see that the Epidemic routing has the largest power consumption because it has many copies to transmit. The Direct routing is most energy-efficient since it has no relay forwarding. CGR has more power consumption even in the relatively deterministic network. The reason is that CGR just considers the delay as the path metric while HGHR takes both delay and power consumption as metrics. Note that, although transferring data through satellites could gain a short delay, it brings high power consumption.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a unified routing framework by the 'divide and conquer' strategy has been designed for the integrated space/air information network. Specifically, we have built a discrete time-homogeneous semi-Markov model to predict the contact time and contact probability between UAVs in the air network. On the basis of this, a semi-deterministic time-space subgraph has been constructed. Through integrating the deterministic time-space subgraph for the space network with the semi-deterministic time-space subgraph, we have obtained a hybrid time-space graph, and then transformed this graph model into a state-space graph for easy route query. Finally, an HGHR algorithm has been formed, by adopting a message forwarding rule in the state-space graph under the store-carry-forward mechanism. Simulation results have demonstrated that our prediction model has a high prediction accuracy, and our proposed HGHR algorithm effectively improves the delivery ratio, decreases the end-toend delay and also power consumption.
Some future work remains to be done, mainly including the following possible directions: (i) a new prediction model for the air network. Our proposed prediction model can only predict which air-mark a UAV will move into in the future, though it is enough to get contact information in this paper.
Other prediction models such as data mining can be utilized to obtain the detailed edge information, so that the routing performances may be further improved. (ii) routing algorithms for the integrated space-air-ground network including other types of nodes in air or terrestrial networks. In this paper, the ground end users are not taken into consideration, which is an important part in future integrated networks. We expect to do more work on dynamic routing to adapt to the traffic changes and achieve the network load balance. QINGYANG SONG (SM'12) received the Ph.D. degree in telecommunications engineering from The University of Sydney, Australia. She is currently a Professor with Northeastern University, China. She has authored over 50 papers in major journals and international conferences. These papers have been cited over 900 times in scientific literature. Her current research interests are in radio resource management, cognitive radio networks, cooperative communications, ad-hoc networks, heterogeneous cellular networks, and protocol design. 
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